
Hi everyone,  

First off, yes I, (Logan) am back at extension. I did not make it far on my trip. It has 
been postponed for now and I am glad to be back to work to keep my mind off things. 

I wanted to touch base with everyone as things have been changing faster than we can 
blink! First I want to reassure those of you who were counting on event points, that 
there will be exemptions to this years fair if we are still a go. Hopefully we are! We 
are going to go about planning and getting things ready as if there is no doubt, but will 
keep everyone updated. 

Second, this should not come as news, but all 4-H events are canceled until further 
notice. NYS events and updates can be found at the following link: https://nys4-
h.org/news/2020/3/11/covid-19-nys-4-h-
update?fbclid=IwAR33dfWY6a8e58Drvdk_UaWaruQCuQRVDBylNXS9Z3I-
j3yKKC0wq_S18iI. 

Third, CCE Clinton is closed to the public. Employees are working remotely so the 
best way to get in touch with us is by email. Chelsea's email 
is clb299@cornell.edu and mine is lsw89@cornell.edu.  

Fourth, we are working on learning materials and activities for youth to do. We have 
created a webpage that will house all materials and will be updated daily. You can 
bookmark the page at the following link: http://cceclinton.org/4-h-youth/online-youth-
programming 

I am sorry this email couldn't come with good news, but I am positive that things will 
eventually turn for the better. In the meantime, everyone lift each other up (Not 
physcially) check in with each other and do your best to do your part. We are all in 
this together and we can all help make this issue a little less difficult on those around 
us, especially those that may have already seen a major impact on their life and those 
that are vulnerable.  

I am proud to be back with all of you. I know we are going to lead by example.  

Take care everyone. Please feel free to reach out with any questions.  

 

Best,  

Logan Williams  
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